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ESTIMATION OF THE RATE OF GROWTH OF THE STATE
VECTOR OF A GENERALIZED LINEAR DYNAMICAL

SYSTEM WITH RANDOM MATRIX

N.K.KRIVULIN

A stochastic model of a generalized linear dynamical system with random matrix the elements
of which may have arbitrary distributions and are not independent is considered. Based on
use of the apparatus and methods of idempotent algebra, new lower and upper bounds of the
mean rate of growth of the state vector of the system are obtained for the model. Examples
of a numerical computation of the bounds are presented.

1. Introduction. We wish to consider a model of a dynamical system the evolution of which may be
described by means of a vector equation of the form

x(k) = A(k) ® x(k - 1).

which is linear in some idempotent algebra. Such generalized linear dynamical models have found applications in the
analysis of production system, business processes, and computational systems and networks [1]. In particular, these
types of models prove to be an extremely useful tool in the description of certain classes of systems and networks with
queues [2].

One ofthe important characteristics of the system is the mean rate of growth of the state vector of the system
x(k). The vector may be defined as the quantity

i= lim 5||w<1<>||lc-»oo /C ’

where  -  is some idempotent analog of the ordinary vector nonn. The quantity A is often called the generalized
Lyapunov constant (exponent) [1 , 3].

In the case of deterministic systems the problem of finding A was successfully solved in [4, 5]. At the same
time, an exact determination of the value of X for stochastic systems for which the matrix A(k) is random usually
proves to be a rather complex problem. Existing results in this area are limited to the case of systems with matrix of
low dimension the elements of which are independent and have exponential or normal distribution [3, 6, 7]. In this
case the development of effective methods of estimating the generalized Lyapunov constant for a broad class of
models ofsystems acquires special importance. A number of results related to the construction of bounds is presented
in [1, 8, 9].

In the present study we will consider a stochastic model of a generalized linear dynamical system with
random matrix the elements of which may have arbitrary distributions and are not independent. Based on the use of
the apparatus and methods ofidempotent algebra, new lower and upper bounds of the mean rate of growth of the state
vector of the system are obtained for the model. Examples ofa numerical computation of the bounds are presented.
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2. Idempotent algebra. We denote by R, the set of real numbers, complemented with the addition of the
element a = - oo, and specify the operations

x65y=max(x,y),x®y=x+y

for any x, y E R, under the condition that x ® a = a ® x = e.

The set IR, with the operations €Band ® is a commutative semiring with idempotent addition the zero and

unit elements of which are e and O, respectively. Such a serniring is usually called an idempotent algebra [1, 1O].

In such an algebra, for every x ¢ a an element x°‘ the inverse relative to the operation ® , which constitutes

-x in ordinary arithmetic, is defined.
For any two (n >< n)-matrices A = (ay) and B = (by), we have

Tl

{A@ Biij = “ij 65511, {A® Bla = ®Cltk ®bkj~
k=1

The matrix 5 = (6) and the matrix E = diag(O, ..., 0) with elements equal to a outside the diagonal perform
the functions of the zero and unit matrix, respectively.

For any matrix A ¢ E and integers kandl 2 0, we setA° = E andA" ® A' = A""'.
In addition to the matrix operations ® and 69 we will use the operation of the ordinary arithmetic addition

of matrices. In writing out the arithmetic operations we will suppose that in any sequence of operations, arithmetic
addition is executed following the operations ® and 63.

It is easily verified that for any matrices A, B, C, and D,' the following inequality is valid:

(A+B)®(C+D)sA®C+B®D. (1)

For any matrix A = (ay), the following quantities may be defined:

Tl

HAH = ® Clij, tr(/1) = ®ai,.

Suppose A and B are certain matrices. It is clear that it follows from the componentwise inequality A S B

that ||A  S  Moreover, the following obvious relations hold:

||A €9B||= IIAII 69 |IB||» ||A ®B|| SII/1||®||B||»||A +B|| S IIAII + IIBII-

For any number c > O, we have  cA  = c||A  under the condition ce = a.

Let us consider an arbitrary matrix A. The eigenvalue A and eigenvector x corresponding to it of the matrix

A satisfy the equality

A ® x = A ® x.

The following result holds [4] (cf. [5]).

Theorem 1. For any matrix A the following limit exists:

lim lllflkll = p<A> =  ltr<A‘>,k-#ook _1 7,

1.2

where p(A) is the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix.
Let us suppose that the elements of A are random variables. We denote by iE[A] the matrix obtained as a

result of the application of the operator of the mathematical expectation to each element of A under the condition
that lE[e] = 5.

Let A and B be random matrices. The following inequalities hold:
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E114 69 B] 2 131141 G9 IEIBL EIA ® Bl ?_ 151141 ® El-Bl» IEIIAH 2 IIIEIAIII-

Moreover, if A and B are independent,

El/1 Q9 Bl 2 EIA G9 EIBH, IEIIA ® BH 2 IEIIA ® EIBHI-

3. Generalized linear systems. Let us consider a system the dynamic behavior of which is described by the

generalized linear equation

x(k) = AT(k) ® x(k - 1),

where A(k) is a random (n X n)-matrix of the system and x(k) the k-dimensional state vector of the system. We will

suppose that the matrices A(k), k = 1, 2, ..., are identically distributed and independent, and that the mathematical

expectation IE||A(1)|| is finite.
One of the most important characteristic of the system is the mean rate of growth of the state vector x(k),

which is determined thus:

A=k1;11;O§||w<k>|1.

Provided that this limit exists, the quantity A is often called the generalized Lyapunov constant for the given

system [1, 3].
We introduce the matrix

A, = A(1)®  ® A(k).

Supposing that the coordinates of the initial vector x(0) are bounded, the generalized Lyapunov constant may be

represented in the form

A = k1;ggo§|aA;.||_

The ergodic theorem, which is proved in [11], is a useful tool for verifying the existence of this limit. From
this theorem it follows that for the system we are considering, this limit exists with probability 1 and that the

following limit also exists:

1

£130 EWIA/¢|| = A-s

Simple upper and lower bounds for K may be obtained in the following manner. Since for ||A,,  ,

IIA/.Il S ||A<1>|| ®  ® IIA(/<>|| = ||A<1>|| +  + ||A<k>||»

is satisfied, it is self-evident that

. 1.
A=k1g§o§IIA1<||SEI|A(1)|I- <2>

On the other hand, the inequalities

E!|A»<iI 2 l!E{At]|| 2 ll1EiA(1)]®°~-®1ElA(k)]ll = I|(1E[A(1)])'°\I,

hold, whence, by Theorem 1, there follows the bound

A 2 p(1E[A<1>l)- (3)
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Note that inequalities (2) and (3) are exact in the sense that systems may be indicated for which they tum
into equalities.

Example 1. Let {oz,,} be a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables. Consider the
system with matrix

whence

A _ ak 0A(l.) _ 0 ak _

It is easily verified that

||Ak|| = ®(0 GE ai) = iw EE' a,),
i= i=

_ 1
A _-= klifgo E||A».H = L:[o ea al] = lE||A(1)||.

Example 2. Let {a,,} and {B,,} be two sequences of independent identically distributed random variables.
Define the matrix of A(k) in the form

we have

Ak = (Ik E() 5 Bk .

Since

Ak: 01®°'°®CIk 5
E lH1®...®I@k ’

k

HAkH = ®f1i €B®@t= (flat) GE (iQ).

Computation of the limit leads to the following result:

/\ = 1El<11]® 1E[B1] = />(TP3[-4(1)])-

Example 3. Let {a,,}, {|6,,}, {'y,,}, and {5,,} be sequences of independent random variables having exponential
distribution with mean 1. We will suppose that ozk, Bk, 'y,,, and 6k are independent for any k, k = 1, 2,  .

Let us consider the system with matrix

___ Clk Bk (4)
A(k)__ “tk 5k `

Note that an exact value of the Lyapunov constant is known for this system [3, 7]: A = 407/228 = 1.7851.

Let us determine bounds for A in accordance with (3) and (2). Since lE[A(1)] = G 1), we will have for the
lower bound p(IE[A(1)]) = 1.

Computation of the upper bound yields the quantity

25 = 1E[0¢1 65 51 69 71% 51] = E W 2,0833-
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4. Matrices of simple structure

Suppose that some matrix A may be represented in the form

A = u ® vT,

where u and v are certain vectors. A matrix for which there exists such a representation will be called a matrix of
simple structure.

It is easily verified that for A, we have ||A  =  ® || v||.
Let us consider two matrices of simple structure A = u ® vT and B = r ® sT. It is clear that

||A ®B|| = ||(u®v7) ®(r®sT)|| =(vT®r)®  ®  
Let us suppose that A(k) = u(k) ® vT(k) for any k = 1, 2,  . Then for the matrix Ak = A(1) ®  A(k),

we will have

/Q-1 __

|1AkH = Hutllil  iw(/f);; as  v(1;)" Q9 u(1+ 1) = ||u(1)|| + ||,,(/,)|| + li ,wr ® W + U
1:1 i=1

In this case the Lyapunov constant will be given as

1
A = lim -||Ak|| = lE['v(1)T ® u(2)].

k-+oo k

It is easily verified that for any two matrices A = (ay) and B = (by),

Tl

A ® B = @ (Li ® bi,
ir’-1

where a, = (ali, ..., a,,,)" and b, = (bu, ..., bm). Note also that

HA ® BH = 619 Hain ® Ilbill- <5>

f=1

Let us consider the two successive matrices A(k) and A(k + 1). Obviously, for any j = 1, ..., n, the

following inequality is valid:

A(k) ® A(k + 1) 2 a~(k) ® af(k + 1),
J

where aj(k) and a’(k + 1) are the j-th column of A(k) and the j-th row of A(k + 1), respectively.
Then for k = 2m, we will have

m-1
ii-1k§i2||aj(1)|i®||af(k)||® ® aj(2i) ® aj(2i + 1),

z=l

whence follows the lower bound

1 "
,\ 2 5 ®IE[a’(1) ® a,(2)]. (6)

j..1
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Example 4. Compute the bound (6) for the system (4). Recalling that

01(1) = (an 61% 02(1) = ('Y1» 51)» 01(2) = (0f2» 'Y2)T» 02(2) = (Bm 52)T»

we obtain

l
A 2 é'(E[Q1® Q2 Q ,131 ®")'2] G5 lE[’)'1®,[32 ® (51 ®  = 1,375.

Let A and B be random matrices. The following inequality holds:

Tl TL

MA  Bef 2 P3 Q; llafil ® Euubfu] 2 1E{Q§||<1fIl] ® 1f31gnE||b*||.
1l=1 i=1 " "

Using the notation

1/<B> =1;f;§1n1E||bt||,

we finally write

IEHA ® BH 2 EHAII ® 1/(B).

Successive application of the latter inequality to the matrix Ak leads us to conclude that

k

I`f3||A/all 2 IE!!/1(1>II ® (X) 1/(f4(i)),
i=2

whence it follows

}\ 2 v(A(1)).

Similarly, it may be shown that A 2 v(A T(1)). Combining the two inequalities, we have

A 2 v(A(1)) G9 v(A T(1)). (7)

Example 5. Application of the bound (7) to the system (4) yields

A 2 n1in{E[CYl® B1]aH:["l'1@ 51]} Q min{IE[CI1 @')'1]1IE[,Bl G9 51]} = 1,5-

Finally, note that an upper bound for A may be obtained through use of equality (5). By virtue of the fact
that with k = 2m, the inequality

||A,.|| S ||A<1> ® A<2>|| ®  ® ||A<2m - 1> ® A<2m>||,

holds, we will have, by (5),

/\ S $15 QE-||a.<1>|| ® ||<f<2>|1 » <s>
i=1

Example 6. Compute the bound (8) for the system (4):
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1 833
/\ S §I3I(C11® 71) ® (012 i9 B2)@(61® 51) ® (72 G9 52)I = M Q 1,9282-

5. Isometric matrices

We will say that a matrix A is isometric if for any vector u at least one of the following two equalities holds:

IIA ® "II = II“II» IIAT® “II = IIHII-

Obviously, ifA is an isometric matrix, for any matrix B at least one of the following two equalities will hold:

IIA ®BII = IIBII» IIB®A|I = IIBII-

It is easily seen that a matrix all of whose elements are equal to O is isometric. Moreover, the product of such

a matrix by any matrix A constitutes an almost isometric matrix to within a constant factor, which is equal to  A ®

OII = IIAII- _ __

We will say that a matrix A is nonfactorable if the cond1t1on ay > a holds for all i = 1, ..., n a11d j = 1, ...,
fl.

Let us suppose that the matrix A(k) is nonfactorable with probability 1 for any k = 1, 2,  _ With k = 2m
we will have

fn m m

;=a;;_~11,§| 2 E HQ) .wi _ 1) ® 1:s[.»<1(2¢>]H 2 E H®A(2¢ _ 1) ® OU ® ®a(lE[A(2i)]) =
1-11 i=1 i=1

== mIEIIA(1)II + m/1(II3IA(1)I),

where p.(A) = min {avIl S i S n, 1 sj S n} for any matrix A.

From this inequality there follows a bound for the case in which the matrix A(1) is nonfactorable:

A 2 §EI|A<1>||+-_,§~<1ElA<1>1>_ <9>

Example 7. For the system (4) we have lE|| A(1) || z 2,0833 and,u(lE[A(1)]) = 1. Then the bound (9) assumes
the form

1

}\ .2 E(2.O833 + 1) z 1.5416,

The next assertion represents sufficient conditions for a matrix to be isometric.
Lemma 1. If a matrix A satisfies at least one of the following conditions:
(1) for every column aj, j = 1, ..., n,  aj = O holds;
(2) for every row ai, i = 1, ..., n,  = O holds;

it is isometric.
Proof. Suppose that t11e matrix A satisfies condition (1) on columns. Then for an arbitrary vector u we will

have

Tl Tl *rt Tl TL TL

II-WUI! = ®€13~@~®u1 = G9 ul ®€Bafj = QE-wt ® uaj||> = QEUI = IIUII

The condition on rows is considered analogously.
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6. Construction of upper bounds

Let us first prove the following assertion.
Theorem 2. Any matrix A may be represented in the form

A=u®vT+S,

where u and v are certain vectors, u > 8, and S is an isometric matrix.
Proof. Cbviously, to prove the theorem it is sufficient to specify vectors u > 6 and v for which the matrix

B = A - u ® vT will be isometric. For this purpose we require that B satisfy the condition  bj  = O for all j = 1,

..., ll.
For each j we write

Tl 11

0 I Hb1H= @9111 “ Ui ®'Uj) = ®(Cl1j _ Ut) - Uj,
1 z 1Z= ::

whence we obtain an expression for determining its

TL

'uj = ®(a,j + ui).
i=1

Thus, it has been proved that any pair of vectors

u =(u1, ...,u,,)T > e, vT = u* ® A,

where u* = -ur, yields the required representation of the matrix A.

By Theorem 2, for every matrix A(k), k = 1, 2, ..., vectors u(k) and v(k) as well as an isometric matrix S(k)

may be found such that the following equality holds:

A(k) = u(k) ® v(k)’ + S(k).

Then, in view of (1), we will have

lc

HA/<|| = ||A(1) ® ~ ° ~ ® A(/<)|| S ||®U(i) ®v(i)T + (§S(i)H S
'i=1 i=1

k k k-1

S ||® u<f> ® v<1>"H + H®S<¢>H = ||u<¢>!| ® Ilv(/<)H ® ®f=»T<t> ® ua + 1>.
1 1 z 1II-' 1: =

Now the upper bound may be computed:

AsEuWu®u@»

We may also express the vector v(1) in terms of u(l) as in Theorem 2. We write the resulting bound in the
form

A S 1E[u*(1) ® A(1) ® u(2)].

It is clear that the inequality that has been obtained determines a certain family of bounds. Selection of the

optimal bound from the family is not an obvious procedure and requires further analysis. Below, an example is

presented that illustrates the construction and computation of one of the bounds in the case of (2 >< 2)-matrices.
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Example 8. Consider the system (4) and select the components of the vector u(1) as follows:

1 -1 -l
u1(1) = 0, u2(1) = E' (011 ® 51 ® 'Y1 ® 51)-

Computation of the coordinates of the vector v(1) yields

1 1

V1(1) = 'E (U1 ® 51-1 ® (051 ® 51 G9 51 ® 'Y1))» V2(1) = ? (51 ® 71-1 ® (011 ® 51 99 .31 ® 'Y1))-

Now we write

vT(1)® 74(2) I é<(f11 ® 5f1 ® (611 ®51 69131 ®’Y1))€B

®(B1®v{‘®(c11®61e961®v1)®a;‘®B§1®v2®62)>.

After computation of the mathematical expectation, we finally obtain

123
/\ S lE[vT(1) ® u(2)] = EZ =.~ l,92l9.
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